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ON NWEH ADJECTIVES THAT SHOW UP AS NOUNS*

Michael NKEMNJI

UCLA

0. Introduction.

In this paper I want to address certain interesting puzzles relating to the
fact that in Nweh (Grassfield Bantu, S.W. Cameroon), certain adjectives have
the property of being able to occur in positions where one would expect to find a
noun and appear to enter into noun classification. In particular, I want to address
two questions: One, why do such adjectives have these nominal properties ?
Two, why is it the case that the pronominal class marker selected by the adjective
is invariant? We will provide an analysis of lexical argument structure of
adjectives that provides an answer to both of these questions. Before we embark
upon the enterprise we will survey the range of adjectives that Nweh has.

I. The issue.

In many languages, English, French, Nweh, ... as well as in a lot of
African languages, it is not uncommon for adjectives to show up in NP
positions and assume functions typical of NPs. For convenience of exposition we
start with the English examples in (1).

--' (1) a. the poor
(1 b. the rich

-:V-- c. the blacks

NJ
d. the whites

N.)
e. the impossible

0
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MICHAEL NKEMNJI

These adjectives have certain peculiarities. For instance, the English examples in
(1 a-d) typically refer to animates [+humar]. Despite the fact that they exhibit
nominal behavior, these adjectives have properties that distinguish them from
real nouns. For example, they are specified as definite; they have plural meaning
even if not morphologically marked rs plural; they can be modified by adverbs.

(2) a. the very poor
b. the extremely rich
c. the highly talented

while they can be conjoined with similar adjectives, coordination with real nouns
is not possible as (3) shows.

(3) a. the rich and the poor
b. the Blacks and the whites
c. * the rich and the students
d. ?* the Blacks and the Professors
e. the Professors and the students

Adjectives in Nweh (Grassfield Bantu, S.W. Cameroon) exhibit properties
somewhat similar to those outlined above for English but they also show some
very unusual properties.

2. Adjectives in Nweh.

In Nweh, as in many African languages, 'pure' adjectives are very few
and might even be said to form a closed class in the sense that one can easily list
all of them. By pure adjectives I mean those lexical items that are specified in the
lexicon as belonging to the category of adjectives, as opposed to derived
adjectives. In Nweh the pure adjectives are for the most part limited to Color and
Size/Dimension adjectives. This paucity of adjectives raises the question as to
how the full range of adjectival meanings are expressed in these languages. Other
adjectival meanings like Quality/Physical properties are expressed in the form of a
predicate adjective. This is achieved through the use of a reduced-relative type
construction. We will refer to these other adjectives as 'derived adjectives' .

While derived adjectives have much in common with regular (stative) verbs we
will show that they differ in significant ways from regular (stative) verbs. Even
though derived adjectives on the surface appear to be the 'same', we will claim
that they split into two types, corresponding to the verb types from which they
are derived. We therefore want to claim that adjectives in Nweh pattern
essentially into three classes. There appear to be semantic correlations between
the different classes.
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Class I

(4) a.
b.
c.

(5) a.
b.
c.

ON ADJECTIVES THAT SHOW UP AS NOUNS

(Pure Adjectives).

fin
bag
f.a6

mia
sia
kNn

black'
'red'
'white'

'big/large'
'long /tall'
'short/stout'

These are typically color adjectives (4) and some Size/Dimension adjectives (5).

Class II

(6) a.

('Intransitive' Adjectives.)

hfa g
hsch
njvah
radii
hdr55
iibudt

'be big'
'be long'
'be short'
'be sweet'
'be bitter'
'be soft'

These are typically 'quality adjectives'. We will argue they aye derived from
unaccusative-type verbs.

Class III ('Transitive' Adjectives)

These are derived from transitive verbs. Thus the attributive adjectives in (7) are
derived from their corresponding VP counterparts.

(7) a. hg52 nge sag
to grind corn

b. bkag ass
to fry fish

c. h'au leb52
to boil pumpkin

nge sag g-gala
corn Pf. ground 'ground corn'

s5 a-kart
fish Pf. fried 'fried fish'

> lebo?
pumpkin Pf. boiled 'boiled pumpkin'

Here the head noun corresponds to the internal argument of the verb. Below I
discuss some properties of each of these three classes of adjectives such as their
function within the noun phrase (attributive or predicative function); their
distribution within the noun phrase (i.e. pre- or post- nominal); and their
morphological properties i.e. whether or not they take a prefix. We will show
that only the class I ('Pure') adjectives can occur independently without an overt
head noun as well as select a pronominal class marker.

3
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We discuss the derived adjectives first, and then focus our attention on the pure
adjectives as these are the ones that show unusual syntactic properties.

2.1 Class III ( 'Transitive' adjectives)

Class III adjectives are derived from transitive (action) verbs. Thus we observe
from (7) repeated below as (8) that the attributive adjectives in (b), appear to
simply be stative verbal forms derived from the active transitive verbs in (a).

(8) i. a. og5? gge sag
to grind corn

b. ggesag 0-9525
corn Pf. ground

ii. a. olcdg ass
to fry fish

'ground corn'

b. ass a-kag
fish Pf. fried 'fried fish'

iii. a. ncu leb5?
to boil pumpkin

b. leb5? le-cdt1
pumpkin Pf. boiled 'boiled pumpkin'

We notice a semantic shift in the relation between the (a) sentences in (8) and
their corresponding stative forms in (b); These sentences also show a passive
like alternation. The (a) sentences designate actions, whereas the (b) sentences
designate a property which is predicated of some noun. The internal (theme)
argument of the transitive verbs in (a) have been "preposed" and they now
function as the first (subject) argument of the predicates in (b) and these trigger
(prefixal) agreement (Pf.) on the adjective.

Transitive ('verbal') adjectives basically have an attributive function, i.e.
they occur only as nominal attributes and c..anot be used as inchoative predicates
as the ungrammaticality of the (b) sentences in (9) indicate.

(9) i. a. ggesag o-g525
corn Pf. ground

b. tjgesatj é 075
corn S.Agr ground

ii. a. ak6ncl5g a-aid
plantain Pf. roast

4
r-
t.)

'ground corn'

'the corn ground'

'roasted plantains'



ON ADJECTIVES THAT SHOW UP AS NOUNS

b. * akend5g a taa
plantain S.Agr roast 'the plantain(s) roasted'

iii. a. leb5?
pumpkin Pf. boiled 'boiled pumpkin'

b. * lebi? e cal
pumpkin S.Agr boiled 'the pumpkin boiled'

Class III adjectives cannot occur independently without an overt head noun or a
proform one (10) and (11), and they do not trigger noun class agreement on the
possessive pronoun as 'pure' adjectives do.

(10) a. ogesao b-g525
corn Pf. ground 'ground corn'

b. zaa o-g5?5
one Pf. ground 'the ground one'

(speaking of corn, ... )

c. * o-g575 ' ground'

(11) a. akend5g a-ttla
plantain Pf. roast 'roasted plantains'

b. zaa a-tda 'the roasted one'
one Pf. roasted

c. * a Ada ' ground'

2.2 Class II ('Intransitive adjectives')

Class II, the 'intransitive' adjectives typical denote qualities / physical
properties. We argue these are derived from unaccusative verbs.

(12) ndii 'be sweet'
ndr53 'be bitter'
nb h 'be spoiled'
ndst 'be heavy'
ndurj 'be hot'
nbag 'be ripe'
njug 'be dry'

They have verb-like morphology. Thus we notice from the examples in (12) that
they all have an n- prefix which is characteristic of verbs in their citation (bare
infinitival) form.
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As nominal attributes, class II adjectives occur post nominally (like the
class III adjectives) with an agreement prefix that is determined by the prefix of
the head noun. cf. (13).

(13) a. afu a -1H
medicine Pf. sweet 'sweet medicine'

b. nibzag n jt100
peanuts Agr. dry 'dry peanuts'

We observe from (14a) and (14b) that class II adjectives can be used
predicatively, in which case the noun functioning as subject triggers subject
agreement. Observe also that they can be tensed (14c).

(14) a. aid jui5 a lii
med. this S.Agr sweet 'this medicine is sweet'

b. mb6zag jui5 e jtiOg
peanuts this S.Agr. dry 'these peanuts are dry'

c. mb6zao juia a k> ? to njlig
peanuts this S.Agr. P-1 Neg dry 'these peanuts were not dry'

Like the transitive adjectives (class III), the intransitive adjectives (class II)
cannot occur independently without the head noun or without a proform as (15)
indicates. Class II adjectives also do not govern possessive pronoun agreement.

(15) a. afti a lii
med. Pf. sweet

b. zaa a lil
one Pf. sweet

c. a 1H
Pf. sweet

'sweet medicine'

'the sweet one' (speaking of med.)

'sweet [e]'

In terms of their internal distribution, class II adjectives can be modified by
adverbs as in (16).

(16) a. nyern ndii 'slightly sweet'

nbd nclii 'very sweet'

I We believe the lengthened final nasal segment is as a result of the tone change; The final
segment is therefore lengthened to bear the extra tone; it is therefore considered tonal rather than
segmental.

2 The nasal prefix on the verb in (14c) is triggered by the 'recent' past tense marker (P-I) .
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ON ADJECTIVES THAT SHOW UP AS NOUNS

b. nyem gfag 'slightly big'

nba gfEig ' very big'

Class II adjectives enter into comparatives.

(17) a. ndii nbla
be sweet pass

b. gfau neia
be big pass

'sweeter than...' / 'over-sweet'

'bigger than...' / 'over-big'

There is a neat parallel between class III and class II adjectives. We have
suggested that both class III and class II adjectives are derived from verbs. The
difference between the two classes ;s based on the verb type from which they are
derived. It is clear that class III adjectives are stative forms that are derived from
transitive verbs. We will claim that class II adjectives are statives derived from
unaccusative verbs. To show that class III and II adjectives derive from different
verb-types, we will show that both verb types that we claim class III and class II
adjectives are derived from behave differently. We refer to the verb classes using
the same numbering that we used for the adjectives; so class II verbs will refer to
the verb class from which class II adjectives are derived.

Class III verbs have just a causative usage and do not have the inchoative /
causative alternants (cf. the (b) examples in (9) above); On the other hand, class
II verbs have the inchoative / unaccusative usage cf. (18a) and (19a) but not the
causative. cf. ungrammaticality of (18c) and (19c).

(18) a. afu a iii
medicine S.Agr sweet

b. afti a 111.

medicine Pf. sweet

c. * ndii afu
be sweet medicine

(19) a. mbazag e jtig
peanuts S.Agr. dry

b. mbazag ri jtigg
peanuts Pf. dry

c. * n jdgg mbazag
be dry peanuts

'the medicine is sweet'

'sweet medicine'

'(to) sweeten the medine'

'the peanuts are dry'

'dry peanuts'

' (to) dry the peanuts'

Thus both classes of verbs do not undergo the causative / inchoative alternation.
They are either strictly causatives (class III) or inchoatives (class II).
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Generally, if a verb has both a causative and an inchoative usage, it is the
case that two independent morphological forms (lexemes) exist 3: one for the
causative usage, and the other for the inchoative usage. Such forms involve a
'morphological blockade' as we observe from the contrast between (20) and (21)
that involve iijda 'be dry' and nbOd 'to dry'.

(20) a. mboti mbazat3
to dry dry

b. mbazau to bbo
peanuts Pf. dry

c. * mbazag 6 boo
peanuts S.Agr dry

(21) a. * njdg mbazag
be dry peanuts

b. mbazau ri jtiOu
peanuts Pf. dry

c. mbazag 6- jLigg
peanuts S.Agr dry

' (to) dry peanuts'

'dried peanuts'

the peanuts dried'

(to) dry peanuts'

'dry peanuts'

' the peanuts are dry'

The discussion above indicates that both class III and class II adjectives are
derived, and that they share a lot in common. In the rest of the discussion,
except where necessary, we will simply refer to class III and class II adjectives as
'derived' adjectives.

2.3 Class I ('Pure' adjectives)

Class I (Pure adjectives) form a very interesting class of adjectives. Class
I adjectives can be said to form what one might call a closed class in the sense that
one can easily list all of them. Semantically, Class one adjectives are basically
adjectives of color and size/dimention. cf. (22) and (23) respectively.

(22) a. fin 'black'
b. bd.° 'red'
c. f56 'white'

3 There appear to he a class of exception to this generalization possed by verbs like ndoge 'to
melt'; nsg 'to break' and 11§1a 'to tear', that show the causative/inchoative alternation. A
possible explanation could he to say that whereas other causative verbs obligatorily require an
agent 'alternating transitive' verbs like ndoge 'to melt' only optionally require that there be an
agent. Alternatively one could argue that such verbs involve two lexemes that happen to have the
same morphological form.

8
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(23) a. mia 'big/large'
b. sia 'long /tall'
c. kern 'short/stout'

What makes this class of adjectives so interesting is that it seems to be neither fish
nor fowl, so to speak. On the one hand this class appears to be adjectives but on
the other hand, they appear to be nouns. We will start with properties that class I
adjectives share with other adjectives classes, and then go on to discuss properties
tl-at class I adjectives share with nouns.

Class I adjectives, unlike the derived adjectives have a 0-prefix as we
observe in (22) and (23). Class I adjectives occur prenominally within the noun
phrase. Thus the word order is [Adj,-N] as in (24). As we noted above, derived
adjectives invariably have a [N-Adj.] word order.

(24) a. fin ndr3
black cloth 'black cloth'

b. bac
red horse 'red horse'

c. mia ab5
big bag 'big bag'

We should point out here that Nweh is a highly configurational language with a
head-complement word order. How then do we explain the word order variation
between the two classes of adjectives ? This is one of the problems that we
expect our proposal to account for.

Within the noun phrase, class I adjectives typically have an attributive
function. cf. (24). However they can be used predicatively, in which case they
are obligatorily reduplicated as in (25).

(25) a. ndr3 e finfin
cloth S.Agr. black 'the cloth is black'

b. ndr3 6 bagbag 'the cloth is red'
cloth S.Agr red

c. ndr3 e miamia 'the cloth is big'
cloth S.Agr big

Reduplication in Nweh is a property of lexical adjectives. The reduplication here
might be indicative of the sort of morphological blockade that exists between the
different classes of adjectives. Just as we observed that there exists a neat parallel
between class III and class II adjectives, we will show that there also exists a
similar parallel between class III & class II adjectives on the one hand and class I
adjectives on the other hand. Thus we will see that one (semantic) adjective can
have two lexemes each cf which belongs to a different class, and exhibits
behaviors typical of the class to which it belongs. We illustrate this phenomenon
in (26).
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(26) i. a. mia 'big / large'
b. n-fart 'be big/large'

ii a. s§i'a 'tall / long
b. n -sch 'be tall/long'

iii. kern 'short / stout'
). nJ -va h 'be short/stout'

In (26) the adjeci. 6 in (a) belong to class I whereas the (b) belong to the derived
class of adjectives (class II). The parallel noted in (26) in essence summarizes
the properties of 'derived' adjectives on the one hand and the 'pure' adjectives on
the other hand. The adjectives in (26a) must be in pre nominal position when
used attributively. cf. (27.i ); They can be used as predicates, in which case they
occur duplicated cf. (27.ii). The corresponding stative forms in (26b) do not
occur in pre- nominal position. Syntactically they always occur in post nominal
position as in (28). In terms of their morphology, they have verb-like
morphology, thus their forms are predictable.

(27) .i a. mia ndia 'big house'
* ndia mia

b. kern alaud 'short chair'
* alarJa ketri

ii a. ndia a miamia
house Agr. big 'the house is big'

b. alaga a kemkem
chair Agr short 'the chair is short'

(28) a. ndia é fdij
house Agr. be big 'the house is big'

b. alagA a v5h5
chair Agr. be short 'the chair is short'

While derived adjectives can be modified by adverbs like nyern 'slight',
nbo 'very', class I adjectives cannot be modified by adverbs cf. (29).

(29) a. mb6 / ny6m nbao
very / slightly be red

mbo / nyem bard
very / slightly red

b. mb6 / nyern nf4
very / slightly be big

** mb6 / nyem
very / slightly big

**

10

'very / slightly red/ripe'

'very / slightly big/large'
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Also, class I adjectives unlike other adjectives cannot take comparatives.

(30) a. nbag ?Cala

be ripe pf. pass ' too ripe / over-ripe'

b.

* bag ii6ia

nfdo Mid
be big pf. pass

mia dcia

' too big / bigger than'

So far, we have seen significant evidence to suggest that pure adjectives
differ in important respects from the derived adjectives. We will now turn our
attention to some properties that not only set class I (pure) adjectives further apart
from the other two classes of (derived) adjectives, but also makes class
adjectives very similar to nouns,

Syritactical ly class I adjectives exhibit noun-like properties. From the
examples in (26a) we observe that pure adjectives, nouns, denote entities
rather than a state or an attribute as is the case with derived adjectives(26b).
Thus the adjectives like fin 'black', mia 'big'...can occur in isolation and would
mean "the black (one)", "the big (one)" respectively.

(31) a.
b.
c.

d.
C.

f.

fin
bag
fay

mia
sia
kem

- bafin
babag
bafba

bamia
baMa
bakem

'black' (sg. /pl.)
'red' (sg. /pl.)
'white' (sg. /pl.)

'big/large' (sg. /pl.)
'long /tall' (sg. /pl.)
'short/stout' (sg. /pl.)

Here we also notice that class one adjectives can take number (singular/plural)
morphology. Number typically is associated with DPs/NPs. From the [N-Adj.]
attributive constructions in (9) repeated here as (32), we noted that nominal
modifiers typically show agreement with the head noun, however we do not see
any such agreement in the examples in (33) .

(32) a. ggesag 0-023
corn Pf. ground

b. nfii a -iii
med. Pf. sweet

c. leb52
pumpkin Pf. boiled

(33) a. fin ndr5
black cloth/dress

11

'ground corn'

'sweet medicine'

'boiled pumpkin'

* ndr5 fin
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b. sia ndrb- * ndr6' sia
long dress

c. mia ndr5 * ndr3 mia
large dress

The fact that the noun does not trigger prefix agreement (Pf.) in (33) suggests one
of two things: (1) either the heads of these phrases are not nouns, or (2) that the
noun has not yet moved high enough within the DP to trigger agreement. For the
moment we leave both of these options open.

With regard to their external distribution, pure adjectives can appear
independently in noun phrase positions without an accompanying head noun or
proform like English one.

(34) a. Atem a ke? n-jt15 (fin) mss
A. S.Agr P-1 buy (black) goat
Atem bought a (black) goat.'

b. Atem a k> ? n-jtI5 fin
'Atem bought a black (one)' (speaking of goats)

c. Atem a keg n-jt15 fin bd bag.
`Atem bought a black (one) & a red (one) (speaking of goats).

The coordination test in (34c) further indicates that pure adjectives can occur
independently in nominal positions without an overt head noun or proform. In
contrast, derived adjectives cannot occur on their own in nominal positions.

(35) a. akencrOg a-aid bo *( zha) a-k4
plantain pf. roasted and one Pf. fried
'roasted plantains and fried plantains'

b. afti bd * ( zha) a.-r55
med. pf. sweet and one pf. bitter
'sweet medication and bitter one'

c. bag ndr5 bc5 (*zha) fin
red cloth and one black

' the red cloth and the black one'

In (35a) and (35b) that both involve derived adjectives, one cannot conjoin an
NP like akend3o a-ttid 'roasted plaintains' with a-ka-0 fried (one)' if there is
no proform zha 'one' or an overt noun. But in (35c) that involve class I (pure
adjectives) we notice just the opposite effect where the presence of a proform is
not possible.

What makes (class I) pure adjectives the more unusual is the fact that they
take possessive pronouns and appear to enter into noun classification; cf. (37).
One of the hallmarks of Bantu nouns is that they subcategorize into classes
(sometimes also referred to as genders). The way linguists determine the class
membership of each noun is based on a set of (syntactic) agreements that the noun

12
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governs. Thus we observe in (36) that the possessive pronominal class marker
varies depending on the class of the head noun .

(36) a. ndr5 je
cloth my 'my cloth'

b. as6m ajg
oil mill my 'my oil mill'

C. esii5 ge
friend my 'my friend'

d. like? gg
lamp my 'my lamp'

e. leb5? /g
pumpkin my 'my pumpkin'

Pure adjectives govern agreements typical of nouns. One such agreement is the
possessive pronominal agreement.

(37) a. fin ge
black my 'my black one' (speaking of X,...)

b. mia ge
big my 'my big one'

c. sia ge
long my 'my long one'

d. kern ge
short my 'my short one'

e. bag ge
red my 'my red one'

The behavior of the adjectives in (37) parallel that of the nouns in (36). However,
we notice that whereas the possessive pronouns in (36) vary their form to indicate
agreement with the noun class of the head noun, those in (37) that involve pure
adjectives, are invariant. If possessive pronominal agreement is indicative of the
class to which a noun belongs (as linguists commonly assume) then the lexical
heads that trigger class agreement in (37) must all belong to the same class. This
leaves us with another question as to what triggers the agreement in (37); Is it
some null element that triggers the agreement, or is it just a case of pure
coincidence that all adjectives belong to the same class and thus trigger the same
agreement ? While the latter alternative is less likely, we will show in the next
section that it is not simply the case that the adjectives in (37) are all modifying
some empty noun.

13
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3. Adjectives as heads of NPs : A case of syntactic adoption ?

One of the most puzzling phenomenon concerning the behavior of pure
adjectives is the fact that if we combine a pure adjective and any noun to form an
[Adj.-N] attributive construction, as in (38), the possessive pronominal class
marker appears to be determined by the adjective rather than by the noun that one
would ordinarily construe as being the head of such a phrase.

(38) a. fin ndr6 ge
black cloth my 'my black cloth'

* fin ndra. ji cf. (36a)

b. mia asem gE
big palmoil but my 'my big palm oil hut'

* mia asem (a)jg cf. (36b)

c. bag ukU gE
red lamp my 'my red lamp'

* ba g oka gt cf. (36d)

Notice that the pronominal class marker ge 'my' in (38a), for example, is the
same as that which the adjective fin 'black' independently selects; cf. (37a) and
unlike that which the noun add 'cloth' independently selects cf. (36a). These
same facts hold true for (38b) and (38c).

Ordinarily, one would think that the head of the noun phrase in (38a) is
ndr5 'cloth' and that the head in (38h) and (38c) is assern 'oil mill' and nke?
'lamp' respectively. But strangely enough this does not appear to be the case.
The phrases in (38) suggest that for the purposes of (external) agreement, it is the
adjectives that determine the agreement and not the nouns that one would
normally think of as being the heads of these phrases. It is a well known syntactic
fact that heads determine agreement. The fact that the agreements in the phrases
in (38) are determined by the adjectives and not by the nouns suggests that the
adjectives are heads; It also suggests, though this might sound like a
contradiction in terms, that these adjectives are in nominal positions or at least
have nominal properties.

The facts that we have sketched above pose a fundamental descriptive
dilemma. It is clear that class I (pure adjectives) show properties typical of
adjectives; It is equally clear that they show properties typical of nouns.
In an attempt to capture the 'intersecting' nature of such adjectives, Martin (1986)
quoting the American Heritage Dictionary refers to phrases of the sort 'the poor',
'the rich', 'the Blacks'... as "adnouns", thus suggesting a blend of adjectives and
nouns. The question one must address, however is how does one account for the
fact that adjectives can at the same time be nouns, without violating fundamental
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assumptions of syntactic theory such as the universality of the lexical categories
(N, V, A, P,...) and their inherent properties ?

4. A Proposal.

Our proposal as to how to solve the questions posed above is to say that
the behavior of pure adjectives stems from their underlying lexical properties.
We will argue that pure adjectives have a complex lexical representation as in
(39).

(39) [ A [Ne A ]

According to (39), we claim that pure adjectives project an empty argument
position in their lexical argument structure and that this empty argument position
is licensed by incorporation. Since the lexical structure of pure adjectives
involves an empty nominal, the noun by virtue of the Projection Principle must
project a syntactic phrase. The complete lexical structure is represented in (40).
Since the head of the NP is null, the only way its projection can be fully licensed
is for the adjective to incorporate the null head of the NP.

(40) DP

AP

A NumP./\
0 Ai Num'

Num NPfin

[e]

The structure depicted in (40) indicates that pure adjectives are treated here as
heads whose projections enter into the main projection line. This might seem
unpopular given the fact that in most of the literature, adjectives are treated as
adjuncts. However, there has been some recent work in the literature arguing that
adjectives can and do enter into the main projection line. (For valuable
contributions along this line of research, see Sportiche (1994)).

4.1 "Incorporation as a theory of grammatical category changing"

Given a lexical representation like (39), noun incorporation into the
adjective will result in a structure like (41).

N-incorporation: (41) [ [N0 [A A]
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The representation in (41) raises the question as to what is the appropriate
category label for a representation like (41) ? We will claim here that the
syntactic category label for (41) 'intersects' between an adjective and a noun and
therefore is capable of playing limited functions of either an adjective or a noun.
Derived constructions in natural language often have peculiar properties that are
unlike the categories from which they derive or that they yield even though they
may share certain properties.
In much of the discussion on incorporation people tend to be agnostic as to the
resulting category label when two independent words of different syntactic
categories incorporate. We here suggest that there is the possibility that such a
category will show a bit of each of the categories from which it is derived. We
refer to the sort of incorporation that results in a syntactic category change as
syntactic adoption, and to the resulting 'intersecting' head as an adopted head , if
it ends up in the head position of a different syntactic category and assumes the
properties of such a category. Therefore whenever a lexical item (other than
what, semantically speaking would be considered the head) functions as the head
of a phrase of a different category, head adoption will be assumed to have taken
place. A typical case of syntactic adoption would be when adjectives function as
heads of noun phrases.

4.2 'pseudo' NP-head as an adjunct.

The structure depicted in (40) is going to correctly account for the cases where a
bare adjective occurs in a nominal position as in (42); (see also (37)).

(42) a. k6g fin gu5
I S.Agr like black this

' I like this black (one)' [speaking of X]

b. mia gua a bau agg
big this S.Agr please me
' This big (one) pleases me' [speaking of X]

The question arises as to the analysis of examples like (33), repeated below as
(43), where an overt noun appears with a pure adjective ?

(43) a. fin ndra
black cloth

b. bau serf
red bird

c. mia aba
big bag

(a) black cloth'

(a) red bird'

' (a) big bag'

We will argue that the nouns in constructions like (43) are actually in an adjoined
position and therefore are adjuncts not heads. We assume a structure like (44)
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SAP

0 A DP
fiir

i D"\1\1P

ndr5
(cloth)

NurnP

Num'/"
Num NP

[e]i

The structure in (44) is the same as that in (40) but with the DP in an adjoined
position. Given a structure like (44), where the DP is in an adjoined position, it
cannot interfer with the incorporation of the head noun. Thus we see that such
adjoined NPs correctly do not block head movement. This apart, we see that the
pronominal class marker of the phrases like (43) are determined not by the noun
but by the adjective as (45) shows.

(45) a. fin ndr5 ge / * je
black cloth my

b. baz seg gE
red bird my

c. mia ab3 ge /*ajg
big bag my

'my black cloth'

'my red bird'

'my big bag'

Recall that Nweh is a highly configurational language with a head-complement
word order. By saying that the adjective is the head of phrases such as those in
(38) and (43), we maintain consistency with the word order pattern as all other
phrases are underlyingly head initial.

An adjective always relates to some noun that can be construed as having
the quality expressed by the adjective. Thus if there is no overt head noun that the
adjective is predicated of, the logical tendency will be to ascribe the quality
expressed by the adjective to the closest NP if such an option exists. In the case
of (44), it is the adjunct NP that gets interpreted as being predicated of the
adjective. Thus (43a) fin ndr5 although translated as ' black cloth' literally
means something like "the 'one' black, the cloth" i.e. the 'one' black such that
(cloth, black) ; where, what appears to be the head of the noun phrase is actually
an adjunct noun.
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5. More evidence for noun adjunction.

The structure in (44), where the DP is assumed to be in an adjoined
position is supported by the fact that there also exist parallel cases of NP/DP
adjunction where a nominal adjunct intervenes between a head noun and a
possessive pronominal class marker selected by the head noun.

(46) a. foto ge
picture my

b. ndia je
house my

c. foto ndia ge
picture house my

'my picture' (Poss./theme)

'my house' (Poss.)

'my picture of a house'

** A picture of my house.

Notice that in (46a) the possessive class marker is gi while in (46b) it is . But
in (25c) the pronominal class marker is 0 -that which is selected by foto
'picture', even though ndia 'house' intervenes. This favors an analysis where
ndia 'house' is an adjunct parallel to the structure in (44).

The solution we have proposed to account for the dilemma posed by pure
adjectives straightforwardly explains a number of puzzles that we noted above,
and others that at first sight appear to be due to mere coincidence. First the
proposal gives us an explanation as to why pure adjectives appear to take
possessive pronouns. The reason is that these adjectives have incorporated a
(null) noun. Second the proposal not only explain why pure adjectives
independently select a possessive class marker but why the class marker is
invariant (cf. 37). This is due to the fact that the agreement in such cases is
actually determined by the same empty nominal .
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